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Purpose

Example of modelisation

Second step : hydrologic units creation

Landscape discretization is of major importance in distributed hydrological modelling.
Geo-MHYDAS is a GIS tool that allows to explicitely represent the landscape features, particularly the man-made ones.
The landscape discretizations that are produced include user-controlled delineated irregular, linear or areal units connected
to each other along a tree-like structure.

Purpose

These hydrologic units must take into account the object limits
while having sizes and shapes that remain compatible with the
application of the water flow functions of the hydrologic model.

The distributed hydrologic model MHYDAS was applied using as input i) a landscape discretization provided by
Geo-MHYDAS and ii) a classical landscape discretization that does not consider any man-mades features.
Data

Procedure :
Geo-MHYDAS includes three steps :
i) Processing, importation, creation and modifications of the geographical objects which are considered in the modelling,
ii) creation of the areal and linear units for hydrological modelling by a "selective cleaning" procedure after overlay that
preserve as much as possible the object limits,
iii) building of an oriented topology between irregularly-shaped areal units and linear units which allows the routing of the
simulated water flows.

i) Overlay the objects vector data with a pre-defined order of
importance,
ii) Merging the overlay-produced units considered too small or
badly shaped according to thresholds.

The MHYDAS model

Roujan catchment located in
southern France, 60 km west
of Montpellier.
Mainly covered by vineyards.
Drainage network formed by
man-made ditches.
Outflow is event- dominated.

The order of importance of geographical objects orients the choice
of limits that must be removed in order to merge the deleted units
with their neighbours

Physically based rainfall-runoff catchment model.
Catchment is series of interconnected units.
Topology connects areal units and linear units
together.
Full details on MHYDAS in Moussa et al. (2000) and
Moussa et al. (2002).
Landscape discretization

Software structure
Geo-MHYDAS was developped using GRASS (Geographic Ressources Analysis Support System), an open source GIS
(Geographical Information System) software package. It provides for the management of topological vector data as
well as support for vector network analysis in an environment able to create geomatic algorithms.

Simulated discharges
The two simulations only differed in their landscape discretizations

Third step : oriented topology calculation
- Building an oriented topology that allows the routing of simulated water flows across the landscape.
- Able to build an oriented rooted tree from irregularly shaped units.
- Topology connection between linear to linear units, areal to areal units and then areal to linear units.

Discretization has great impact on simulated discharges.
Much runoff and Peak discharge three times higher on "DEM only" discretization.

Topological relations between hydrologic units are characterized by a set of parameters (downstream unit,
process order, distance to the neighboring unit, slope ...)

First step : processing the geographical objects
- Importing, creating and then processing the geographical objects
whose limits are considered as hydrological discontinuities in the model.
- These limits can be either natural ones (sub-catchments limits), soil
and geological limits, or man-made ones like field boundaries or ditches.
- There is no restriction on the number of limit types that can be
considered at this step.

Objects

Main tasks
N

Hydrological network
vector data

Specific tasks are availables to manage these datas :

Conclusion
Geo-MHYDAS allows a more precise representation of landscape features, particularly the man-made ones that are known
to have a great impact on water and mass flows across the landscape.

Land use vector data
Subwatersheds
vector data

Legend
Reach segments
Field boundaries

Soil use vector data

DEM value
73 m

Boundaries generalization by Douglas Peuker algorithm
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Numbers in grey colors are process order parameter
Numbers in black color are unit identifiers

Input

Output

Input

Linear units topology
parameters in attribute table

Output
Input

Although Geo-MHYDAS was initially developped to provide input files to a specific hydrologic model (MHYDAS) , it can be
potentially useful for a wide range of hydrologic models built on the same principle, i.e., having a water production function
for surface units and a routing procedure to calculate a final discharge at the outlet.
Beside, further versions of Geo-MHYDAS will be developped in the framework of the OpenFluid project to extend the
functionalities of landscape representations as new landscape processes (e.g. erosion) will be integrated in the landscape
modelling.

Adding more vector data objects is possible ...

Snap linear features on polygon boundaries

Geo-MHYDAS can be handled by a non-experienced GIS users.

128 m

DEM raster

Some examples of procedures

Results : 43 sub watersheds,
51 reaches.

Results : 464 areal units after
selective cleaning and overlay,
246 linear units.

The Geo-MHYDAS procedure is divided into independant GRASS scripts developped using Shell and Perl languages.
Launching is possible in an interactive graphical mode or a batch mode to automate the whole procedure.

Dissolving small areal features

Classical method by ArcHydroTools
on Arcview 3.2 :
Input data : DEM 2 x 2 resolution.

By Geo-MHYDAS :
Input datas : land use, soil map
and reach network coverages.
DEM 2 x2 m resolution.

http://grass.itc.it/

mhydas

Distributed hydrologic model for agrosystems

Main tasks :

Thanks to the GRASS libraries, the input spatial data required by Geo-MHYDAS can provide in a great variety of
formats (ESRI shapefiles, grid raster, OSGEO standards...).
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Areal units topology
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OpenFLUID

Software Environment
for Modelling Fluxes in Landscapes
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